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Executive Summary 

Under state and federal oil spill prevention and response requirements, the Trans-Alaska Pipeline 
System shippers and Alyeska Pipeline Service Company currently rely on a 10-tug escort fleet for 
tanker operations in Prince William Sound.  This report analyzes the relevant regulations and tanker 
spill scenarios in Prince William Sound, concluding that 10 tugs is the minimum acceptable number of 
tugs necessary for compliance.  

In 1989, just after the Exxon Valdez oil spill, an Executive Order by Governor Cowper required 
Alyeska Pipeline Service Company to institute a tanker escort program.  In 1990 the Alaska 
Legislature passed House Bill 578, which gave the State authority to regulate a broad range of 
contingency planning requirements.  At the federal level, the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) 
resulted in new rules governing pollution prevention and response preparedness, including 
requirements for escorts for outbound tankers.  

Legislation, regulations, and industry initiatives have driven many changes to oil spill prevention and 
response capabilities. Many of these have centered on the escort system and the roles of escort vessels 
in both prevention and spill response.  More recently, emphasis has shifted from identifying new, 
specially-designed equipment for Hinchinbrook Entrance and the Gulf of Alaska, to testing maneuvers 
and strategies with the vessels currently in the fleet. 

PWSRCAC endorsed changes to the escort system in July 1998 as an improvement to the prevention 
capability of the PWS escort system, and did not object to the fleet reduction from 12 vessels to 10.  At 
present, the Prince William Sound tanker escort system complies with federal and state regulations, 
and strives to meet the expectation of safe oil transport through both preventative measures and timely 
and effective response. 

Recently the possibility of further reducing the escort system fleet from 10 vessels to 8 vessels has 
been raised.  PWSRCAC’s Oil Spill Prevention and Response (OSPR) Committee believes that a fleet 
of 10 tugs represents the minimum number of tugs required to meet the requirements to respond to a 
worst-case scenario tanker oil spill:  

• Two tugs to assist and stabilize a stricken tanker, 

• Two tugs to assist/escort a tanker of opportunity, 

• Four vessels to maneuver Transrec barges, 

• One tug to maneuver the Lightering Storage barge, and 

• One vessel to maneuver the Nearshore barge. 
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Abbreviations 
 
ADEC   Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation 

BAT  Best Available Technology 
COTP  Captain of the Port 

DT  Docking Tug 
ERV  Emergency Response Vessel 

ETT  Enhanced Tractor Tug 
FFV  Firefighting Vessel 

LB  Lightering barge 
MOU  Memorandum of Understanding 

NB  Nearshore barge 
OPA 90 Oil Pollution Act of 1990 

OSPR  Oil Spill Prevention and Response 
PRT  Prevention and Response Tug 

PWS  Prince William Sound 
RCAC  Regional Citizens’ Advisory Council 

RMROL Realistic Maximum Response Operating Limitations 
RPS  Response Planning Standard 

SERVS Ship Escort Response Vessel System 
TB  Transrec barge 

USCG  United States’ Coast Guard 
UV  Utility Vessel 

VERP  Vessel Escort and Response Plan 
VMT  Valdez Marine Terminal 

VRP  Vessel Response Plan 
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DRAFT REPORT 
Prevention and Response Requirements for Prince William 
Sound (PWS) Tanker Escort System 
 

Report by the PWSRCAC’s Oil Spill Prevention and Response Committee 
August 2005 

Introduction 

Under state and federal oil spill prevention and response requirements, the Trans-Alaska Pipeline 
System shippers and Alyeska Pipeline Service Company currently rely on a 10-tug escort fleet for 
tanker operations in Prince William Sound.  This report analyzes the relevant regulations and tanker 
spill scenarios in Prince William Sound, concluding that 10 tugs is the minimum acceptable number of 
tugs necessary to accomplish the response required by the State oil spill response planning 
requirements. While it addresses the number of tugs available, this report does not address Best 
Available Technology (BAT) for the tug fleet. 

REGULATORY OVERVIEW 

In 1989, just after the Exxon Valdez oil spill, an Executive Order by then-Governor Steve Cowper 
required Alyeska Pipeline Service Company to institute a tanker escort program. As a result, the Ship 
Escort Response Vessels System (SERVS) began in July of that year.  In 1990, the Alaska Legislature 
passed HB578, which gave the State authority to regulate a broad range of contingency planning 
requirements, including tanker escorts.  At the federal level, the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) 
resulted in new rules governing pollution prevention and response preparedness, including 
requirements for escorts for single-hull tankers in Prince William Sound.  Currently, the Prince 
William Sound tanker escort system complies with federal and state regulations, and strives to meet the 
expectation of safe oil transport through both preventative measures and timely and effective response. 
Statutes, regulations, and contingency plans relevant to tanker escorts in Prince William Sound are 
summarized in Table 1.1. 

Federal Requirements 

As required by OPA 90, the United States Coast Guard (USCG) established safety-based regulations in 
August 1994, requiring escort tugs for single-hull tankers transiting Prince William Sound, Alaska.  A 
single-hull laden tanker transiting Prince William Sound (PWS) must be escorted1 at all times by at 
least two escort vessels meeting operational requirements.   

Escorts must be positioned to respond to tanker failure, and a safe transit speed designated so the escort 
can bring a tanker under control.  The 1995 Vessel Escort and Response Plan (VERP), as amended in 
2001, serves as the port-specific plan, meeting the federal requirements to provide operating 
procedures for the effective use of escort vessels. 

                                                
1 "Escort transit" is defined as that portion of the tanker's voyage through waters where escort vessels are required (Section 
168.05). 
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Table 1.1 Statutes, Regulations, and Contingency Plans Relevant to the PWS Escort System. 

Governing Documents Outcome Citation 
Federal Regulations 
Oil Pollution Act, 1990 Requires USCG to issue 

regulations for escorts in PWS 
 

46 USC Sec. 3703 

Escort tugs required for all 
single-hull tankers greater than 
5,000 gross tons in PWS 
 

33 CFR 168, Section 168.40 
("Escort transit" defined in 
Section 168.05) 

USCG safety-based 
regulations, 1994 

Escorts must be positioned to 
respond to tanker failure 
 

33 CFR 168, Section 168.05 

On-water recovery equipment 
w/ minimum capacity of 30,000 
bbls/day & on-water storage 
capacity of 100,000 bbls 
required on scene within 6 
hours 
 

33 CFR 154.1130 Federal oil spill response 
regulations 

Lightering resources must 
arrive on scene of spill within 6 
hours  
 

33 CFR 155.1130(h) 

State of Alaska Regulations 
Executive Order from 
Governor, 1989 

Emergency Response Vessels 
must be present for all laden 
tankers in PWS 
 

 

Alaska State Code  Grants ADEC authority to 
allow deviation from 
contingency plan during 
response in case of catastrophic 
spill event 
 

AS 46.04.020, 46.04.080, and 
46.04.200 

Shippers must meet federal 
requirements, tanker escorts 
must meet BAT criteria; also 
provides oil spill prevention 
and response criteria 

18 AAC 75.400 through 18 AAC 
75.495 

Must maintain equipment for 
containment, storage, transfer 
and clean-up of RPS of 300,000 
bbls in 72 hours 
 

18 AAC 75.438 

Credits 11% reduction in RPS 
for having escorts 

18 AAC 75.438(d) 

ADEC oil spill prevention 
and response regulations 

RPS defined 18 AAC. 75.432 
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Governing Documents Outcome Citation 
 Plan holder must respond to 

discharge of RPS volume for 
each category of operation at 
terminal 

18 AAC 75.442 

Relevant Plans 
Vessel Escort and Response 
Plan (VERP), completed in 
1995, revised 2001 
 

Port-specific plan in 
compliance with federal 
regulations 

Approved by USCG; includes 
mechanism for USCG oversight 

Applies to tanker operations at 
berth and in transit 
 

Approved by ADEC, with 
conditions 

Tankers in PWS to be 
accompanied by two escorts 
 

Part 2, Section 1.9.1 

PWS Tanker Oil Discharge 
Prevention and Contingency 
Plan (Tanker Plan) (2002) 
 

MOU re: use of Tankers of 
Opportunity to provide storage 
 

Part 3, SID #2, Section 4.3.1 

Applies to Valdez Marine 
Terminal 
 

Approved by ADEC, with 
conditions 

One tug with fire-fighting 
capability to be stationed at 
terminal 
 

Part 3, SID #1, Section 1.4 

Fire-fighting tug must be at 
terminal whenever tanker is 
present 

Part 1, Section 2.2.6; tug can be 
removed if ADEC deems 
necessary due to spill response 
elsewhere (18 AAC 75.470 
 

Risk assessment and mitigation; 
Terminal Safe Operating 
Procedure requires tankers at 
berth to terminate loading 
procedures in event of 
earthquake/tsunami 
 

Part 3, SID #1, Section 10.7.2 

Valdez Marine Terminal Oil 
Discharge Prevention and 
Contingency Plan (VMT 
Plan) (2003) 

Requires tankers docking at 
berth to use minimum of two 
assist tugs, depending on size 
 

Part 3, SID #1, Section 10.6.5 
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Under federal oil spill response regulations, the following resources must arrive on-scene within 6 
hours: 

•  On-water recovery equipment with a minimum effective daily recovery capacity of 30,000 barrels 
•  On-water storage capacity of 100,000 barrels  
•  Lightering resources 

Lightering resources are required to arrive on scene within 6 hours of notification of discharge.2  
However, in 2002, the USCG Captain of the Port (COTP) increased the 6-hour response to 9 hours in 
order for the lightering barge to remain in Port Valdez, instead of being stationed at Naked Island.  

The USCG COTP has determined that federal requirements for tanker escorts and pre-positioned 
response equipment have been met. A revised VERP was completed and distributed in December 
2001, incorporating equipment and operational changes to more accurately reflect current operations 
and provide a mechanism for USCG oversight. 

 State of Alaska Requirements 

The escort system must also fulfill State of Alaska oil spill prevention and response regulations.  The 
PWS Tanker Oil Discharge Prevention and Contingency Plan (Tanker Plan) meets Alaska Department 
of Environmental Conservation regulations pertaining to tankers carrying crude oil in the area.  Under 
the Tanker Plan, all laden tankers transiting PWS must be accompanied by two escort vessels.3  The 
plan holder must also maintain or have available under contract sufficient discharge containment, 
storage, transfer, and clean-up equipment for a Response Planning Standard (RPS) of 300,000 barrels 
of crude recovered within 72 hours. 

The Tanker Plan treats escort tugs as both prevention and response equipment.  This is supported by 
the RPS equipment calculation and the fact that the shippers are credited with an 11% RPS reduction 
for having escort vessels.  The prevention credit application for escort tugs grants ADEC the authority 
to require these escorts, as stated in the plan, or to implement mitigation measures if they are 
temporarily removed from escort duty during the emergency phase of a spill. 

Moreover, ADEC has additional prevention regulations to compensate for adverse environmental 
factors such as wind, visibility, sea states, tide, currents, and ice that might impede a mechanical 
response from meeting the RPS.4  This is known as "realistic maximum response operating limitations 
(RMROL) on mechanical recovery."  Additional prevention measures, such as ice-scout vessels, are 
supposed to be instituted when environmental conditions exceed RMROL.  Other prevention measures, 
such as the two tug escort, are required at all times. 

The Valdez Marine Terminal (VMT) Oil Discharge Prevention and Contingency Plan (VMT Plan) 
covers operations at the terminal and closely interfaces with the Tanker Plan.  The VMT Plan must 
respond to a discharge of the RPS volume for each separate category of terminal operation, including 
storage tanks and piping.  The VMT Plan extends only to the end of the loading arms; thus, the Tanker 
Plan covers tankers both at berth and in transit. 

The RPS for a crude oil terminal facility is equal to the capacity of the largest oil storage tank at the 
facility, which is 535,000 barrels.  This amount is reduced to 203,300 barrels by prevention measures 

                                                
2 CFR 155.1130(h) 
3 Tanker Plan, Part 2, Section 1.9.1. 
4 18ACC 75.425(c)3)(D). 
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in place at the facility.  Response equipment and personnel, including Ship Escort Response Vessel 
System (SERVS) personnel located at the SERVS and VMT facility, provide initial response actions 
for spills originating from tankers under the Tanker Plan.  The VMT Plan lists one tug, with fire-
fighting capability among others, stationed at the terminal.5 The VMT Plan further requires this one 
fire-fighting (FFV) tug to be at the terminal whenever a tanker is present.6  This tug can be released 
under state regulations,7 which states if a major oil discharge occurs, ADEC will approve an immediate 
transfer of up to 100% of the provider's response equipment, personnel, and other response equipment.  
ADEC must authorize any compensating measures that will be taken by the provider to prevent or 
reduce the size of potential discharges during the period of reduced response capability. 

The tanker escort system must also meet the State’s Best Available Technology (BAT) criteria.8  
Previous BAT determinations drove many of the studies and sea trials which led to escort 
enhancements, including the design of PWS Enhanced Tractor Tugs (ETT) first incorporated to meet 
performance requirements in the Valdez Narrows--the most confined waterway in the PWS tanker 
operational area. 

ADEC has approved both the Tanker and the VMT plans, each with conditions. Working groups for 
both the Tanker and VMT Plans address equipment needs, availability, and deployment schedules to 
demonstrate response capacity during worst-case spill scenarios.  Contingency plan approvals indicate 
that the State of Alaska's RPS can be met with the equipment, personnel, and strategies contained in 
the plans. 

PWS TANKER ESCORT SYSTEM 

Since 1989, legislation, regulations, and industry initiatives have driven many changes to oil spill 
prevention and response capabilities. Many of these have centered on the escort system and the roles of 
escort vessels in both prevention and spill response. 

More recently, emphasis has shifted from identifying new, specially-designed equipment for 
Hinchinbrook Entrance and the Gulf of Alaska, to testing maneuvers and strategies with the vessels 
currently in the fleet. 

The number of laden outbound tankers in the escort system is inherently restricted, because of the need 
to maintain adequate response capability to meet the Tanker Plan RPS in a spill situation.  However, 
there are no federal or state requirements specifically regulating the exact number of tankers transiting 
PWS at any given time. 

Prevention 

The Disabled Tanker Towing Study, Prince William Sound Risk Assessment Study, and related 
working groups were instrumental in developing Best Available Technology (BAT) criteria for tanker 
escorts in Valdez Narrows. The Enhanced Tractor Tugs (ETT) were designed to meet study and group 
recommendations. Three new Prevention and Response Tugs (PRT) were also introduced into the 
system in a strategy to upgrade the specialized 12-vessel tug fleet with 10 more capable, multipurpose 
vessels.  Table B describes the current 10-tug escort fleet operational in PWS. 

                                                
5 VMT Plan, Part 3, SID #1, Section 1.4 
6 VMT Plan, Part 1, Section 2.2.6.2, p 1-34 
7 18 ACC 75.470. 
8 18 ACC 75.425(e)(4) 
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Table 1.2 Prince William Sound Escort Fleet 

Vessel type Number in 
fleet 

Can serve as 
primary escort* 

Comments 

Enhanced Tractor Tug 
(ETT) 

2 Yes Designed to meet 
recommendations of Disabled 
Tanker Towing Study; PWS 
Risk Assessment Study; and 
working groups 

Prevention and 
Response Tug (PRT) 

3 Yes Introduced as part of strategy to 
upgrade 12-vessel fleet with 10 
more capable, multi-purpose 
tugs 

Conventional tug 4 No Used for docking and 
firefighting at the VMT 

Utility vessel 1 No Offshore supply vessel 
converted to oil spill response 
vessel; formerly an Escort 
Response Vessel.  Used for 
anchor handling and barge 
towing. 

*Source: 2001 VERP 
 

Typically, the escort system functions as shown in Figure 1. 

Weather conditions directly impact escort procedures.  In Hinchinbrook Entrance, laden tankers are not 
allowed to transit when winds exceed 45 knots or seas exceed 15 feet.  The tanker has the option of 
anchoring at Knowles Head or remaining underway outside the traffic lanes if Hinchinbrook Entrance 
is closed.  Either option must first be approved by the USCG Vessel Traffic Center.  The tanker must 
continue to be escorted with at least one close escort and the second escort as a Sentinel whether 
underway or anchored at Knowles Head.  In weather near closure conditions, vessel transits approved 
by the COTP are left to the final discretion of the vessel's captain.   

Concerns have been raised about risk mitigation measures for tankers at berth.  Requirements are in 
place to mitigate the potential risks related to tanker loading operations and docking and undocking 
operations.  Furthermore, tugs are required to be readily available to mitigate risks associated with 
earthquake-generated waves or tanker fires.  But neither the VMT nor the Tanker Plan pre-identify 
mitigating measures for the terminal in the event that a spill governed by the Tanker Plan takes all the 
tugs away from the terminal.  This permits the Unified Command to use their discretion to dictate 
whether the terminal tanker loading will remain in operation during a response to a worst-case tanker 
spill, but there is no guarantee that loading operations will cease in order to reduce risk in the system.  
If the VMT loading operations have the chance to continue, it would be prudent for planholders to plan 
to have two additional tugs to satisfy the requirements related to the risks of tanker loading operations.  
Likewise, no other laden tanker transits would be allowed under the Tanker Plan until additional tugs 
were available for escort duties. 
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Spill Response 

In addition to the 10-tug fleet, the SERVS’s major oil spill response equipment consists of the 
following 6 large barges: 

• Four Transrec  barges (TB): Two in Port Valdez year-round, two rotated seasonally (summer: 
one at Naked Island and one at Port Etches; winter: both at Naked Island from October-April). 
In the winter, one vessel, usually the utility vessel, is stationed at Naked Island dedicated to a 
Transrec barge, while the Sentinel tug is dedicated to the other Transrec barge. 

• One Nearshore barge (NB): Currently located in Port Valdez 

• One Lightering barge (LB): Currently in Port Valdez to meet a 9-hour on-scene arrival time to 
any incident in PWS.9 

The typical locations of these response assets are shown in Figure 2. 

To achieve compliance with the State’s RPS, to contain or control and clean-up 300,000 bbls in 72 
hours, ADEC historically required an average response time of 6 hours for the four Transrec barges to 
be at the scene of a discharge.  The response time is now 7.7 hours for all the barges to mobilize.  
Table 1.3 in the Appendices, lists the relevant distances, speeds, and times that ADEC uses to calculate 
compliance with the RPS. 

                                                
9 The Lightering barge, historically stationed in Port Valdez (and thus out of compliance with the federal requirements), 
was temporarily stationed at Naked Island to meet a 6-hour on-scene arrival time, but in 2002 the COTP relaxed the 
requirement to 9 hours to allow the barge to be stationed back in Port Valdez. 
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SPILL RESPONSE SCENARIOS 

The following four Seal Rocks scenarios demonstrate response requirements for the 10-tug system, 
while varying the number of tankers in the PWS Escort System10. ADEC believes the scenario of a 
grounding spill near Seal Rocks--essentially the furthest point from the Port in the escort system--
represents an adequate test for determining compliance with the RPS11.  The transit route around Seal 
Rocks is a critical point in the Escort System, as there is a high potential for groundings due to the 
proximity to shoal waters, tanker speed increasing, strong currents, and frequent high sea states. 

The following assumptions are common to all four scenarios: 

• Two tugs are required to stabilize and limit movement of a grounded stricken tanker based on 
the assumption that stability would be affected by tide, wind, wave, or current.12  Also, any 
laden tanker is subject to two escorts under 33 CFR 168.  The tugs can only be available for 
spill response activities if not needed for continued assistance to the stricken tanker. 

• Two tugs to assist in positioning a Tanker of Opportunity (when available) to prevent collision 
with the grounded tanker. Also, the Tanker of Opportunity requires two escorts under USCG 
regulations13 and as specified in the Tanker Plan.14 The tanker may have to lighter at the upper 
weather limits consistent with safety, and two tugs will be needed to safely control the Tanker 
of Opportunity.  Therefore, it is assumed these tugs cannot be used for any of the barges during 
the response.  

• Tankers of Opportunity will be available every 21 hours on average based on 413 outbound 
tankers in 2004.  Also, scenario 809 in the Tanker Plan shows a Tanker of Opportunity on 
scene between 12 and 24 hours. 

• Six tugs are required for the 6 barges.  The plan holder has to plan to immediately dedicate a 
tug to each Transrec barge in order to plan to meet ADEC’s 6 hour response time standard.  
Even though the Nearshore barge is not required to be on-scene until 24 hours, the tug 
dedicated to the barge cannot be expected to count for any other duties besides deploying 
boom at the scene.  A tug must also be dedicated to the Lightering barge in order to meet the 6-
hour federal requirement for lightering equipment to be on-scene. 

Tables 1.4 and 1.5 in the Appendices, shows the details of how the transit times in the scenarios are 
calculated.

                                                
10 The PWS system is the area defined by CFR168.40 as those navigable waters within PWS and the adjoining tributaries, 
bays, harbors, and ports, extending along a line drawn from Cape Hinchinbrook Light, through Seal Rocks Light, to a 
point on Montague Island. 
11 ADEC Technical Support Document, p. 11 
12 The Tanker Plan Scenario has only one tug remaining with the stricken tanker, while the other tug leaves to retrieve a 
Transrec barge.  This is not prudent seamanship.  We believe that any stricken ship’s master and the USCG COTP would 
request/require both escort tugs to remain on station with the stricken tanker. 
13 33 CFR 168, once the tanker has more than 3,000 bbls in transferred cargo. 
14 Tanker Plan, Part 2, Section 1.9.1 
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CONCLUSION 

A 10-tug fleet will meet all the prevention and response requirements in Prince William Sound when 
there are no more than 2 tankers in the escort system.  However, since there are no regulatory limits 
placed on the number of tankers allowed in the system at one time, PWSRCAC’s Oil Spill Prevention 
and Response (OSPR) Committee believes that a fleet of 12 tugs represents the minimum number of 
tugs required to meet the prevention and response requirements to respond to a RPS-sized oil spill 
when there are more than 2 tankers in the system.  The 12 tugs are required for the following purposes: 

• Two tugs to assist and stabilize the tanker, 

• Two tugs to assist/escort a tanker of opportunity, 

• Four vessels to maneuver Transrec barges for open-water recovery, 

• One tug to maneuver the Lightering barge, 

• One vessel to maneuver the Nearshore barge; and, 

• Two tugs at the VMT for risk mitigation measures due to loading and docking operations. 

Two tugs are required for the stricken tanker, considering: 

• Federal regulations require two escorts for outbound, single-hull, laden tankers. 

• The Tanker Plan requires two escorts for all outbound laden tankers. 

• Two tugs are likely needed to stabilize a stricken tanker affected by tide, wind, wave, or 
current. 

Two tugs are also required for the Tanker of Opportunity, considering: 

• Federal regulations require two escorts for outbound, single-hull, laden tankers. 

• The Tanker Plan also requires two escorts for all outbound laden tankers. 

Requirements exist at the Valdez Marine Terminal (VMT) to mitigate risks associated with tanker 
loading and docking and undocking operations.  A large spill will draw all the tugs away from the 
VMT.  Since the VMT C-Plan fails to describe operating procedures and/or fails to list specific pre-
identified mitigation measures such as shut down of loading operations when a major spill occurs, the 
planholders should have two additional tugs in the fleet to cover these requirements at the VMT.  This 
means a total of 12 tugs will satisfy the requirements in both the VMT and Tanker Plan. 

PWSRCAC also recognizes the difficulty in presupposing all the scenarios and circumstances involved 
in an oil spill response, and expects the plan holders to be able to respond to only one incident at a 
time.  State and federal regulations define a worst-case scenario and set the standards to which oil 
shippers must plan.  Ultimately, the state and federal officials constituting the Unified Command 
exercise their discretion in responding an oil spill, but planning is important to ensure that responders 
have the necessary resources to achieve an adequate response.  Regulations and contingency plans 
provide an assurance to citizens and the PWSRCAC that plan holders will have the capacity to respond 
as effectively as possible in the event of another oil spill in Prince William Sound.  
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Appendices  
 

Table 1.3 Relevant Distances, Speeds, and Times 

Transit Leg Distance (nautical miles) 

VMT to Seal Rocks 67 

VMT to Naked Is. (Outside Bay) 51 

VMT to Bligh Reef 24 

Naked Island to Seal Rocks 41 

Naked Island to Port Valdez 51 

Naked Island to Bligh Reef 14 

Port Etches to VMT 69 

Port Etches to Naked Island 31 

Port Etches to Seal Rocks 10 

Port Etches to Bligh Reef 39 

 

Vessel Speed (knots) 

Tug without barge 14 

Tug with barge 10 
 

Activity Time 

Tug to make-up to barge 1 hr 

Deployment of response equipment at 
scene 

1 hr 

Source: ADEC analysis April 22, 1998 
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Table 1.4  Calculation of Mobilization, Transit, and Deployment Times to  
Seal Rocks 

Port Valdez assets Time (hr) 

Tug/barge make-up time and underway 1.0 

Tug/barge, Port Valdez to Seal Rocks/67 nm @ 10 knots 6.7 

Tug/barge, deployment of resources on site  1.0 

Total 8.7  

 

Naked Island assets Time (hr) 

Tug/barge make-up time and underway 1.0 

Tug/barge, Naked Island to Seal Rocks/41 nm @ 10 knots 4.1 

Tug/barge deployment of resources on site 1.0 

Total 6.1 

 

Port Etches assets (Summer: Apr-Oct) Time (hr) 

NI Sentinel to Port Etches barge/31nm @ 14 knots 2.2 

Tug/barge make-up time and underway 1.0 

Tug/barge, Port Etches to Seal Rocks/10nm @ 10 knots 1.0 

Tug/barge deployment of resources on site 1.0 

Total 5.2 

 

Overall average time Time (hr) 

Tug/Barge, Naked Is. To Seal Rocks 6.1 

Tug/Barge, Naked Is. To Seal Rocks winter 
Tug/Barge, Naked Is. To Seal Rocks summer 

6.1  
5.2 

Tug/Barge, VMT to Seal Rocks 8.7 

Tug/Barge, VMT to Seal Rocks 8.7 

Total average time winter 
Total average time summer 

7.4 
7.2 
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Table 1.5  Lightering Barge Response Time to Seal Rocks 

Lightering barge and tug located in Port Valdez Time (hr) 

Tug/barge make-up and get underway 1.0 

Tug/barge, VMT to Seal Rocks/67 nm @ 10 knots 6.7 

Total  7.7 

 

Lightering barge and tug located at Naked Island Time (hr) 

Tug/barge make-up and get underway 1.0 

Tug/barge, Naked Island to Seal Rocks/41 nm @ 10 knots 4.1 

Total 5.1 

 

Lightering barge located at Naked Island, Tug dispatched 
from Port Valdez 

Time (hr) 

Tug travel to Naked Island/51 nm @ 14 knots 3.6 

Tug/barge make-up and get underway 1.0 

Tug/barge, Naked Island to Seal Rocks/41 nm @ 10 knots 4.1 

Total 8.7 
*To meet the federal requirement of 6 hours for lightering resources to be on-scene, the lightering barge is 
dispatched from Naked Island with the first tug.  As a result, the overall response time for the four Transrec 
barges increases since the Transrec barge at Naked Island waits for a tug from Port Valdez. 
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Table 1.6 Summary of Barge Mobilization Times 

Activity Time (hr) 

Tug/barge, Naked Island to Seal Rocks 6.1 

Tug/barge, VMT to Seal Rocks 8.7 

Tug/barge, VMT to Seal Rocks 8.7 

Tug from VMT to barge at Naked Island to Seal Rocks 9.7 

 

 
 


